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PREFACE 
The purpose of this paper was to present to the reader 
a sampling of "typical" evaluative studies. This paper is 
not to be considered as a complete survey of evaluative 
studies made in guidance. 
It is to be noted that the findings, or results, of 
each study, or the composite findings of all survey studies, 
contained within this paper, are not important. The reader 
should pay particular attention to, and be cognizant of, the 
methods and procedures being utilized. 
The terms guidance and guidance programs are generally 
interchangeable, and this interchange occurs within this paper. 
The Booth Library at Eastern Illinois University 
provided much of the selected reference materials that were 
used in formulating this paper. The personal texts and pro-
fessional periodicals of Doctors Moler, Green, and Cr~ne 
were also made available to this writer. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the field of guidance there is a great need for 
counselors to find techniques that can be used to evaluate 
the work they have done. Methods are needed to measure the 
individuals' progress toward the educational and vocational 
objectives that have been set up during counseling and academic 
pursuits. The lack of such methods for measuring the results 
of counseling has limited the evaluation counseling procedures. 
According to Michigan Guidance Services Newsletter, 
January, 1957, at least sixty-two per cent of non-college 
youth between seventeen and twenty-two imply that advice or 
information was not made available to them regarding which 
courses to take during the time they were in high school. 
A survey of some 4,967 students was conducted by Gilbert 
Youth Research Company as a means of gathering these statistics. 
The most serious criticism these students made of 
their education was of the lack of vocational training. Less 
than fifty per cent of those interviewed said their school 
work helped them to prepare for the job they were now holding 
and they complained that the subjects studied were too general 
and unrelated to their present occupations. 
"Only seventeen per cent of American Schools surveyed 
by the u. s. Office of Education had someone on the staff who 
ii 
devoted 1/2 or more time to guidance activities. Schools in 
this seventeen per cent (4,000 of 24,000 schools reported) 
had 19,000 counselors to serve some 3.5 million students; 
a ratio of one counselor to every 524 students in these schools 
where counselors are available."l 
Guidance services are not the exclusive preserve of 
a group of counselors.2 But to some degree they are the respon-
sibility of the entire school and administrative staff. There 
is a difference between guidance and a guidance program.3 
Schools have offered some form of guidance for many years, but 
we find the guidance services being a relatively new concept 
within the framework of educational institutions. Without such 
organized programs in guidance, effective guidance would then 
depend mainly upon chance. 
Guidance is no longer confined to the limits of voca-
tional activities, as it was at the conception of early 
guidance programs. Vocational guidance is almost a separate 
entity in itself. It isn•t an emergency measure, but a 
process: a process which begins early in a child's life 
when he first becomes aware of the fact that a working world 
exists. 
lpersonnel and Guidance Journal, (April, 1957), 494. 
2Ben c. Willis, General Superintendent of Schools, Chicago, 
Illinois, "The Contribution of Guidance to the High School 
Education Program." Personnel and Guidance Journal, {April, 
1957) , 489-94. 
3Ib1d., 489. 
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The entire focus of the guidance program operating 
within a school setting should be toward improving the self 
and the instructional program for each student. To ascertain 
if this is being done the many and varied attempts at 
evaluation must be investigated. Still, this is not enough. 
Our own programs must be evaluated at the same time, using 
the other studies as supplements to our local situation. 
iv 
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I 
EVALUATIVE MErHODS 
A discussion of evaluation can be a vicious circle 
unless we make a clear distinction concerning our use of the 
term. "To evaluate" can mean: (1) to ascertain the value of, 
or (2) to ascertain the amount of. In this paper, "to evaluate" 
will refer to the "value of" definition. 
Evaluation becomes an essential part of planning, 
initiation, and execution of the services. At its worst, it 
takes the form of incidental or unsystematic appraisal by 
pupils and parents. At :!.ts best, it takes the form of a con-
tinuous and systematic approach which utilizes carefully 
selected data and the techniques suggested by studies already 
made in evaluation of guidance services. 
The information gathered should be discussed with 
teachers and other staff members. Thereby, guidance workers 
and teachers can better coordinate guidance services. This, in 
turn, should allow the school to improve its curriculum, its 
methods of teaching, and its extra-curricular activities. 
There are two widely used methods of gathering the 
needed information for evaluation: follow-ups and experimental 
or control group studies. Follow-ups refer to a number of 
procedures by which continuous information can be gathered and 
l 
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analyzed to determine development, activities, and adjustment 
of students. Essentially, a follow-up of students can be used 
to revise the curriculum, to identify · any students in need of 
assistance, and to improve the guidance program in general. 
As with all other evaluation procedures, follow-up studies 
require careful planning, careful delegation of responsibility, 
and some means of collecting data early and continuously. In 
deciding what should be included in a follow-up study these 
questions should be considered.l 
1. What geographic area is to be included: 
single school, city, county, state? 
2. What school drop-outs in the community 
will be included? 
3. How shall the information be gathered? 
4. How will in-school students be prepared 
for future follow-up studies? 
Follow-up studies use techniques of surveying opinion. 
They may be made on an elaborate scale, involving the entire 
school staff and community, or they may involve only a small 
group of carefully sampled students. Of course there are 
advantages and disadvantages in using such an evaluative 
procedure. 
Advantages: 
(1) Because of the time element, which 
may be in the years, the follow-up 
allows a more complete assessment 
of the effects resulting from guidance 
and counseling. 
lR. D. Willey and D. c. Andrew, Modern Methods and 
Techniques in Guidance (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955), 
627. 
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(2) Follow-ups do not limit working 
with criteria which are appropriate 
to adolescents during their school 
years. This will then allow the 
investigator an opportunity to compare 
the criteria with school life and the "out-side 
world" and to make an assessment of real 
life situations. 
(3) It allows a study to be made of an 
individual over a period of time, thus 
allowing us to identify any existing 
developmental trends. 
Disadvantages: 
(1) Follow-ups are expensive and time• 
consuming. 
(2) Continuity is difficult to maintain. 
(3) Interpretation of findings is some-
times difficult or easily biased. 
It has been mentioned that few attempts have been made 
to evaluate guidance programs. One which is still used for 
reference was done by Kitson and Stover in 1932.2 In 1949, 
Froehlich noted that most of the evaluative follow-up studies 
had been made for the purpose of determining the accuracy 
and effectiv,:n:i.e;=i:::: cf ccunse:li:og.? 
The experimental or control group method is a basic 
pattern in all of the sciences. Experimental research is 
desirable and necessary for determining the effectiveness 
of new techniques or methods. Experimental research attempts 
to obtain answers to predetermined, specific questions concerning 
2H. D. Kitson and G. M. Stover, "Measuring Vocational 
Guidance; A Summary of Attempts," Personnel Journal, (November, 
1931), 150-159. 
3c. P. Froehlich, Evaluating Guidance Procedures, 
u. s. Office of Education: Division of Vocational Education 
No. 3310 (Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office, 1949). 
the applieation of controlled practic••• Sampling and 
control• pose the more ditticult problems or experimental 
aethoda. our JlOrea have created within us the feeling that 
it 1• not usually acceptable to withhold a service trom one 
group in order to see how good or how bad a servic• might 
be, as witnessed by its application to another group. The 
biggest Yariables in this method are related to the htunan 
element. Counseling varies in manner and approach; clients 
var7; the training and experiences ot the counselors also 
vary. 
A third method ot aTaluation in guidance 11 that ot 
using •other than tactual criteria." Thia writer has aToided 
thi• particular evaluatiYe measure because ot a statement 
:made by Doctor• Carlaon and Rothne7 of the Universit1 ot 
California and Wiscoaain, respeotiv•lJ• Th••• gentleaen, 
atter having aade an examination ot tour Wisconsin high schools, 
using criteria that had been established by a panel ot ten 
judges, all of vhom had doctorates in guidance, tound that the 
lack ot internal and external oonaiatency indicated that 
securing atatistically reliable and valid criteria was ditficult 
and, 1n general, truitless.4 
!he overall results ot this evaluation indicated that the 
ratings ot responses based on a limited number ot criteria 
was an impossible task and there could be no interencea 
made as to hov man1 criteria would be needed to have an 
4carol R. Carlson and J. w. Rothn•'1.t "J.n Examination 
or a Method tor Evaluating Couna•ling," Personnel and Guidance 
Journal, (May, 19S7), S84-86. 
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effective tool of measurement and evaluation. 
There are several reasons why there have been few and 
inadequate attempts at evaluating guidance programs: 
(a) Guidance programs are of relatively recent origin 
and sufficient stability of development has not 
been attained to make evaluation easy. 
(b) Since the guidance program cuts across and influences 
all school activities, it is difficult to separate 
and measure distinct guidance services. 
(c) There has been more interest in developing 
guidance programs than in evaluation. 
The North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
set up in 1947 a list of evaluative factors:5 
(a) Are pupils given sufficient help in preparing 
for, taking, and adjusting to the next 
educational situation? 
(b) Do all members of the school staff care for 
pupils in more effective ways because of the 
guidance program? 
(1) Are classroom teachers constantly 
improving their techniques and 
materials because of their increased 
understanding of the pupils? 
(2) Are the pupils provided with competent 
counseling facilities? 
(3) Are all other staff members more 
effective because of the guidance program? 
(4) Are the informational efforts of the 
school more closely related to the 
needs and characteristics of the pupils? 
(c) Are the pupils given help to solve their problems 
and improve their planning? 
511High School Guidance and Counseling," The North Central 
Association Quarterly, Vol. 22, No. 2 (October, 1947), 219-247. 
(1) Is there a concentration of attention 
on these two areas in all activities 
of' the school? 
7 
(2) Are adequate counseling services 
available to accomplish this objective? 
(3) Are cooperative arrangements with 
parents and community agencies 
developed so that these resrouces make 
a contribution to these two areas 
of pupil development? 
(d) Are all pupils given enough help to undertake 
their other adult responsibilities and activities? 
II 
RESEARCH IN EVALUATION OF GUIDANCE SERVICES 
Three books have been published during the past fifty 
years which evaluate guidance services. One of these describes 
an extensive follow-up. All other reports were brief articles 
in which the period covered was relatively short. In one, 
Rothney described his attempt to assess vocational, educational 
and social activities of two groups at six months, two and 
one-half years, and five years after high school graduation. 
The experimental group consisted of 343 subjects who had been 
counseled and who were com.pared with 343 members of a control 
group who had received no special counseling while they 
were in senior high school. The findings were sunnnarized in 
his statement that counseling did seem to help accomplish 
the objectives of the American secondary school.l 
General discussions of the need for evaluation of 
guidance services have appeared frequently and some of them 
raised issues that should be considered by evaluators. Pat-
tarson1 s discussion of matching versus randomization in studies 
of counseling merits special attantion.2 Part II of the 
lJohn w. M. Rothney, Guidance Practices and Results 
(New York: Harper and Brothers, 1958), 542. 
2cecil H. Patterson, "Matching Versus Randomization 
in Studies of Counseling," Journal of Counseling Psychology, 
(Winter, 1956), 240-242. 
9 
National Society for the Study of Education, placed evaluation 
studies high on their list of researches desirable in guidance.3 
Researchers were plagued with the problem of securing 
adequate measures by which to evaluate guidance services. 
At times the concern went beyond the problem of how to 
evaluate, to the problem of what to evaluate. Investigators 
used, as criteria of counseling effectiveness, such items as: 
(1) Persistence in school or post-
high-school activities. 
(2) Performance in college or other 
educational undertakings. 
(3) Students' grade point averages. 
(4) Evaluation by client of guidance 
offerings. 
(5) Changes of goals or interests. 
(6) Job satisfaction. 
(7) Tendency to use public wel.fare 
assistance agencies. 
(8) Amount of earnings. 
(9) Client's self-knowledge. 
(10) Level of affect. 
(11) Optimism about the future. 
(12) Specificity of choice of vocation.4 
Purcell studied the responses of 106 counselors to a 
3Henry Borow, H. B. Pepinsky, and Paul L. Dressel, 
"Frontiers of Personnel Research in Education," Personnel 
Services in Education," Fifty-Eighth Yearbook of the National 
Society for the Study of Education, Part II (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 1959), 210-258. 
4John w. Rothney and Gail Farwell, "The Evaluation 
of Guidance and Personnel Services," Review of Educational 
Research, (April, 1960), 168-175. 
10 
questionnaire about functions which they attempted to perform. 
The clerical duties, administrative chores, and non-professional 
activities which they were assigned made it difficult for them 
to indicate their counseling and guidance goals, much less 
establish criteria for evaluative studies.5 
The lack of agreement about goals of counseling among 
those who do evaluative research was illustrated by a discussion 
by Goodstein and Grigg about client satisfaction as a measure 
of counseling effectiveness.6 Grater raised some issues 
about problems concerning criteria in his discussion of 
the situations in which a counselee's progress seemed to 
indicate a counselor's failure. Such things as transferral 
of value judgments, the handling of the interview, and the 
counselor's dual responsibility were discussed.7 
Carlson and Rothney found that ten graduate students 
in guidance who rated responses to follow-up questionnaires 
by counseled and uncounse:led high school seniors could agree 
well with each other on di~ferent ratings and with other raters, 
when considering factual responses. There was, however, a lack 
of consistency by raters in judging attitudinal responses. This 
finding suggested that, without knowledge of the background of the 
5Florence E. P'..lrcell, "Counseling Assignments and 
Efficiency," Vocational Guidance Quarterly, (Spring, 1957), 
111-113. 
6Leonard D. Goodstein and Austin E. Grigg, "Client 
Satisfaction, Counselors and the Counseling Process," Person-
nel and Guidance Journal, (September, 1959), 19-24. 
7Harry A. Grater, "When Counseling Success is Failure," 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, (November. 1958), 223-233. 
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counselee, judging the effectiveness of counseling on the 
bases of reaponses to questionnaires was an impossible task.s 
Investigations or guidance services in colleges, schools, 
and agencies took a variety ot forms. A comm.on technique 
appeared to be the use ot a "prior look" at a sample, the 
application of a particular guidance service or procedure, 
and then an attempt to assess the effectiveness of the 
process b7 a second look at the sample to determine whether 
expected changes came about. 
Burnett and Basham described program objectives 
of a vocational counseling service in a Veterans Adminis-
tration Hospital and presented several implications for 
evaluation research. Another phase or the study described 
a counseling service at a public assistance agency and 
raised questions about the effectiveness of counseling in 
assisting persons to return to self-supporting roles. The 
sample was limited to two groups of twenty-five subjects and 
drew a general conclusion that during counseling, attitudes 
can be developed which tend to establish an independent 
behavior pattern.9 
Some studies dealt with before and after analyses 
in term.a ot the applicability of specific instrt111ents or 
teclmiques. The questionnaire method has been used often in 
asking client's evaluation ot their counselors• performance. 
8carlson, op1 eit. 
9collins w. Burnett and Jack Basham, "EValuative 
Criteria for the VA Vocational Counseling," Journal ot 
Counseling Ps1chologz, (Fall, 1958), 178-183. 
12 
Grigg and Goodstein used this method and structured several 
criteria for evaluation. The results indicated that clients 
could and did evaluate counselors within the limitations of the 
study design, but because not all or the questionnaires were 
returned, one will have to question the usefulness ot the 
evaluation.10 
Patterson's study of counseled and noncounseled 
individuals in an industrial school revealed no significant 
differences between groups when criteria of persistence in 
attendance and grades were employed. He suggested that the 
factor of motivation needed further investigation. 
Still another approach to evaluation af'ter counsel• 
ing was presented on internal factors ot counseling inter• 
views in a sample ot high•school boys. It was discovered 
the level of atf ect was determined greatly by the amount ot 
talking done by ths client. The style and mannerisms of the 
counselor had little effeet.11 
Pre-college testing.and counseling programs studied 
indicated that a large number or students change their choice 
ot highe~t interest, some shifted goals completely and still 
others change their estimates ot the vocational scene. Other 
studies revealed that students brought the gamut ot hum.an 
problems to the counseling center. F«llales brought educational 
lOAustin Ee Grigg and Leonard D. Goodstein, "The 
Use or Clients as Judges ot the Counselor's Performance," 
Journal ot Counseling Psyehologz, (Spring, 1957), 31-36. 
llPatterson, loc. cit., 271. 
13 
proble1118 more than males; freshmen and sophmores brought 
educational problems more often than did the juniors and seniors. 
Generally, these students brought education-vocational or 
social-personal problems.12 
Kiell utilized client-satisfaction checklists to 
evaluate the counseling procedures ot the faculty at Brooklyn 
College. He found that students were not aw•re ot, or familiar 
with, counseling procedures. They were generally favorable 
toward the serfices but indicated areas in which improvement 
was needed. 13 
The studies mentioned .are representative. The lack 
ot long term studies, the use of limited samples, the inade• 
quacy of procedures and techniques, and the failure to obtain 
adequate criteria suggest that there is mucb to be done in the 
area of before•and-after experimentation. The investigators 
are to be commended for their efforts, which at times proved 
to be rather meaningless. Their methods, procedures, and 
designs have not yet produced evidence of the effectiveness 
of guidance services to the extent that guidance personnel 
can be complacent or satiatied. 
12paul T. King and Ross w. Matteson, "Student Perception 
ot Counseling Center Services," Personnel and Guidance Journal, 
(January, 1959), 163·68. 
13Jorm.an Kiell, "Freshman Evaluation of Faculty 
Counselors," Personnel and Guidance Journal, (February, 1957), 
361-64. 
III 
SURVEY' STUDIES 
The twelve evaluative aurve1 studi•• presented on 
the tollowin.g pages have been arranged according to aimilai-ity 
ot acadelllic levels and not bf the evaluative proc•durea 
employed. 
Surv•r Stu41es 1-4 are at the college level: 
5•9 are at the high sohool level; 
10 1• a combination ot a program. 
1n1t1ated in the eighth grade and 
eontinuecl through high school; 
11 is at the elementarr level; 
12 is not an evaluation on uiy 
academic level but involves high 
solM>ol aged males confined to a 
penal institution. 
SURVEY STUDY #11 
"An Evaluation ot Rehabilitation Counselor Training." 
In 1954, Congress passed Public Law 565 thus making 
funds available to colleges and universities tor the training 
ot vocational rehabilitation counselors. At the time this 
study and its results were published, the program was fairly 
new and some persons were afraid that it was too early tor 
evaluative attempts. Mr. OlshanslQ" telt th.at an early evalua-
tion could prevent to:rm.ation of bad and inadequate habits 
and false standards for future use. 
It was hoped that the cooperating schools within the 
program could be pushed into an "evaluation" ot their programs. 
or the participating schools, some seventy per cent responded 
to the challenge. 
Within the schools accepting this challenge, a coordin-
ator was appointed. He was to plan, integrate, and supervise 
the rehabilitation counselor training program. Sixteen coordin-
ators had doctor's degrees, eleven in psychology, two in 
education, and three in guidance. Two had master's degrees 
in psychology. 
Almost all ot the sehoola offered a strong and pre• 
dominant concentration ot psychology courses. or course-
lstmon Olsbansk7, "An Evaluation of Rehabilitational 
Counselor Training,• Vocational Guidance Qu&rterlz,VOL. 5, 
No. 4 (Summer, 1957), 16~·69. 
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the psychologists were of the opinion that the psychology 
classes were indispensable to ettective counselor training. 
This is due in large part to the short-comings ot vocational 
counselor's knowledge ot the psychodynamics of human behavior, 
but in the past too much am.phasia may have been directed 
towards this particular aspect of rehabilitation counseling.2 
Most of the schools, as part of their training curricu-
lum, required courses in medical and community resources, 
occupational infol"Jllation, and actual field work with patients 
who have qualified for rehabilitational counseling, and 
occupational training or schooling. 
One course in occupational information was required 
in all schoola. Fifty-nine per cent of the schools did not 
even provide vocational courses beyond this one required 
class.3 Only two schools offered classea beyond the basic 
requirement and nothing certain could be said as to the appli-
cation or these classes to the training program. One of the 
participating schools did not even have a rormal program, but 
still they were able to receive federal funds tor providing 
this "training program" to~ counselors. 
The dominance of psychology and the neglect of 
occupations and labor market courses created a cruestion as 
to just what they were training: psychologists in rehabili-
tation or rehabilitation counselors. All ot the evidence 
2n. c. Miller and v. H. Form, Industrial Sociology, 
(New York: Ha.rper and Brothers, 1951), 187. 
3op. cit., 165-166. 
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gathered shows a definite trend towards rehabilitational 
psychologists who may or may not be able to function etfect-
i vely in the agencies and job areas. 
Psychology itself is not, says Mr. Olshanskf, enough 
in itself to allow a counselor to function adequately within 
a setting where vocational counseling deals with selecting a 
job and then moving to job adjustment problems. Ideally, one 
part psychology and one part industrial sociology should be 
had by these counselors. This writer assumes that tools and 
techniques of counseling are acquired under the heading ot 
psychology. If not, then a third area in counseling courses 
in methods, techniques, and principles may be needed. The 
second part as suggested by Mr. OlshanskJ" includes all aspects 
ot the labor market (with the opportunity for field training), 
workman's compensation, social security, insurance, unions, 
and anything else which may have some application or relation-
ship to work and responsibilities ot the indiv1duai.4 
The true worth and value of any voeational rehabilita-
tion program is employment of the counseled. The severely 
handicapped and their overall lack of ability to gain employment 
served as a bloc to further expenaion and development of the 
rehabilitation programs. The current programs are far from 
adequate but are serving as a fo\llldation upon which future programs 
ma1 build.5 
4Ib1d., 187. 
-5As late as 1962 there were only two universities in 
Illinois which were organized for such rehabilitational training 
procedures: The University ot Illinois at Champaign and 
Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. 
SUR VKi STUDY #21 
ft.An Evaluation ot Counseling with College Students." 
In this study it was hypothesized that counseling 
should haTe a poa1t1ve effect on college achievement and 
that there are academic advantages to be had trom counseling.2 
A group ot 178 students, at the College ot Liberal 
A.Pts and Sciences ot BrooklJll College, were selected on the 
basis ot their personal and. aotional pro'blas to undergo 
intensive counseling. The counseling consisted ot weekl7 
sessions ot one hour's duration tor five to twentr weeks; 
depending upon the student, seriousness ot the problem, and gen-
eral progress made as a result ot individual counseling 
sessions. The median number ot interviews was ten. It is 
to be noted at this time that little, it an7, outside 
activity or peer leadership was found in the college lite 
ot the selected students. 
Two years later, student folders were examined to 
see it an7 apparent changes could be noted. Ideall7, 
each tolder should have contained a complete transcript ot the 
1Glad71 H. Watson, "An Evaluation ot Counseling With 
College Students," Journal ot Counseling Psycholo17, Vol. 8, 
Ho. 2, (Winter, 1961), 99-105. 
2Baa1cally the same idea was concluded from in1'ol'mation 
gathered b7 J. W. M. Rotbne7 and Bert A. Roena and their 
research project undertaken in the state ot Massachusetts in 
1936 regarding secondarJ'•school students. 
19 
college record, test protile, reports ot extracurricular 
participation, personaltt7 ratings ot the student aa made 
by the teachers, and records of the counselor who had 
counseled the student. But transfer students, lack ot 
recorded grades, inadequate reporting ot activities by the 
students, tailure ot proper posting of' reported activities bf 
the clerical statt, and lack of' personality ratings made DJ' 
the teachers prevented this tram becoming a real1t7. There 
were several reas~na f'or this: (1) Some students have the 
ability to be so inoonapicioua that attention or recognition 
ia not fortbooaing f'rom the teacher, or (2) general disregard 
ot the teacher in preparing these perso~alit7 ratings. All 
ot these factors aided in haYing incomplete or inaccurate 
tiles. 
!he students were divided into rated catagories 
according to grades: ,!! average or better a superior rating 
was given, 
0 average or better but less than a B 
average waa given, -
below C two group• were created by use 
ot a 1':10 rating scale: 
a student with 
1•9 minus rating was be-
low average. 
a student with 
19- or more minus points 
was cllaaed as tailing. 
It was found that aaong the students with complete f'oldera 
tort7-tvo had superior ratings, thirt7•two were failing, forty• 
tour were aom.ewhat better than c, and twent1-nine were below 
a C average. 
20 
The relationship between achievement and potential 
was studied by com.paring the percentile ratings on the 
American Council ot Education Psychological Test (ACE), and 
high•school averages. It the percentile scores did not differ 
by more than twenty-tiv• points, the student was judged to be 
in the normal range. It the difference was greater than twenty• 
five, it was significant. Gt those for whom data were available, 
thirty-five were doing better than expected, forty-three were 
poorer, and fifty-six were doing what had been expected or them. 
Some ot the students referred for counseling were 
already in therapy elsewhere, some denied a need tor help, some 
were referred to oft-campus agencies, and then, of course, some 
did not even bother to show up. So, tor this information 
three more groups were to be created: (a) those who had 
accepted the ofter ot help, (b) those who denied the need 
tor help after having had their initial interview by the 
intake (admissions) counselor, and (c) those who did not 
accept the invitation. 
As far as could be determined from study of the in-
take interviews, problems were of the same kind and severity 
for both groups A and B (those who accepted help and those who 
denied need for help). Group c, or those who did not respond, 
could have no camparison made with regard to problems. 
Two years after referral almost eighty per cent of 
group A had graduated or were at least in attendance in some 
division of the college; of I group, sixty-tour per cent, and 
group c, not quite titty per cent. Graduation honors were 
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bestowed upon group A students by a very wide margin over the 
other two groups. 
At the time or referral thirteen students in group 
A were in danger or dismissal for poor acad8l11ic standing; 
six were dropped for this reason at a later date. Groups 
B and C had a total of fourteen within this danger area; eleven 
were dismissed. . Some of these dismissed students were allowed 
to re•enter college in some other division. 
It appear• tbat counseling had helped students to 
improve their academic atanding, and to remain in college; 
but differences whieh existed among the three eoupa were by 
no aeana entirely due to counseling. Personality differences 
and personal conception (insight or the lack of it) regarding 
lite were the major reasons for some ot these ditferenoes ev1• 
danced in acade&ic "success" or failure. Apparently counseling 
can help a student to begin uains his or her powers more etfect-
1 vely. The effective use ot personal powers could very well con• 
tr1oute to the reduction in the extreJ11ea in existing differences. 
With the data at l:land it was impossible to determine 
whether the relationship between potential and achievement 
had changed. Presumably those students whose work improved 
were werking more nearly at their predicted level. 
A studr was made on the •ctrop-outs• in the three 
groups. A positive relationship seema to exist between coun-
seling and the ability to make a clear-cut decision either to 
reaain in college or to withdraw until able to meet it• 
d .. anda. With counseling, grades show a slight upward trend; 
co\Ulseling alone doea not bring about such a change but it 
would seem probable that it becomes a motivating factor. 
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It was hoped, by counselors, that changes in behavior 
as well as in grades would resul.t from their work with students. 
This is where the need for the personality invento~ and ratings 
became important. The folders had as many as a dozen and 
as few as zero personality ratings; the majority of the 178 
selected students tell into the zero category. Later it was 
to be noted that the counseled students received more positive 
reports in their ratings than any in the other two groups. 
Extent of participation in eo•curricular activities 
was hard to deter.mine f.rom the folders, but at least twenty 
ot the 178 became active leaders on campus. Some held posts 
in student governing agencies, student•faeulty committees. 
or acted as presidents of large and influential campus groups. 
'l'wo had even been chosen to represent the college in off-campus 
com.petition. Seventeen of the twenty were in group A, three 
in group B, eliminating such success within group C completely. 
These saJ11.e twenty individuals might well have become leaders 
whether or not the7 had received the intensive counseling, 
and of course three did. Two ot the twenty at the time of 
referral had been classified as hostile and belligerent; after 
counseling the classification and notation within their folders 
was changed to read "co-operative and able to give and take.• 
It was found that the intensivelJ counseled students 
were more successful in dealing with academic failure, more 
capabl• ot :making decisions about whether to stay in school 
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or withdraw. Even marked changes in personal behavior were 
evidenced by soae. 
There has been no attempt to prove counseling alone 
was responsible for the successful results. Rather, it seems, 
that the person with a personality structure that pel"D'lits 
himself to accept help in or during an emotional crisis will 
be able to mobilise his forces and desires into more creative 
channels. Counseling may be, as stated earlier and in other 
evaluative studies,3 a motivating factor, and a crucial one. 
The intangible hu:r:aan element and the extremel7 
variable outside element leaves the door ajar tor the skeptics 
and "die hards" who constantly maintain that faith, luck, chance 
or the Good Lord would have, or could have accomplished the 
sam.e thing, and at much less loss of time and money. 
3R. F. Berdie, Arter Hifh School What? (Minnea• 
polis: University of Mfuneso a Press, 19~4), 196-97. 
SURVEY STUDY #31 
"Evaluation of a Program ot Counseling Stud•nts on Probation.w 
The administration of Purdue University showed 
concern over the high semester rate of male students on prob-
ation, approximately ten per cent. Over two-thirds of the 
student body was comprised of high school graduates in the 
upper one•third of their class. The administration, therefore, 
wanted to know that caused the high probation rate. 
The Co!Dlllittee on Scholastic Delinquencies suggested 
individual counseling be provided for all probationary 
students and those having shown symptoms of failure. All 
potential probationary and probationary students were invited, 
by letter, to visit the counseling center. Du.ring the first 
interview decisions were made regarding the need of any future 
counseling sessions. Three counselors were made available for 
this experiment. There were no set procedures to follow, but 
five hypotheses were created tor testing. The general idea 
or each tollows: 
(1) Counseling would be instrumental in promoting 
academic etficiency in the areas ot grades, 
stud7 habits, hours passed, and rem.oval r~om 
probationary statua. 
(2) Counseling would increase the student's under• 
standing ot his academic deficiency in school. 
lHerbert R. Hackett, "Evaluation ot a Program ot 
Counselins Students on Probation," Personnel and Guidance 
Journal, (May, 1955), 513. 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
2.$ 
Counseling would provide the student with infor-
mation. It would acquaint him with other 
services that might be beneficial, and it would 
help him to understand the rules, and applica• 
tion ot probation. 
Counseling would help the student to better 
understand the position ot the Universit1 in 
such matters. 
A reeling ot having been helped would prevail 
among the counseled. 
For anal1ats, the 266 students were gl'OUped according · 
to the nUI1ber ot interviews bad by each. All students 
used in the experiment were on probation, :male, white, second 
semester freshmen or above, and enrolled in a degree granting 
cUl'riculum. 
From the initial interview the problems which the 
students felt the most important were listed. These were to 
be used later in a comparison with later statements ot these 
same students. Both sets ot statements would be submitted to 
judges tor evaluation as to changes in personal insight, it 
any had occurred. 
Borow•a College Inventory ot Academic Adjustment 
was given to these students. Thia inventory was used to gain 
information in six areas: curricular adjustment, personal 
etficienc7, study skill•, mental health, personal relations 
and maturity ot goals. It was alao to serve as a source ot 
student opinions regarding the counseling they were receiving. 
Ot the five h:Jpothesea none were accepted but neither 
were they rejected. Ind1cat1ona onl1 permitted generalisations 
to be aade. All ot the probationary students showed aigns ot 
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academic improvement but no statistically significant 
ditterences were noted between counseled and noncounseled 
students. There were no differences found between students 
having one interview session and those having none; the 
students having had two, tbl"ee, or four interviews presented 
wide differences in academic progress. Students with five 
interviews regressed to the point that significant differences 
could not be noted. 
It could be concluded from the above information 
that counseling is not primarily responsible tor improvement 
in academic progress. The counseled students got off probation•• 
so did the noncounseled, but a larger percentage of the coun• 
seled got off probation. 
The results of the statement of comparisons indicated 
that some students gained insight, soae did not. Detinite 
conclusions could not be developed. There was little that 
could be determined about the results ot the information made 
available through the counseling sessions; again no control 
group had been created to uae in contrast. 
It appears little good could come trom such an 
exper1mental study, but pertinent information was available. 
EightT•nin• per cent of tbe counseled students d1spl&7ed 
appreciation tor the help that had been given th .. and indicated 
that counsellns had been ot soae value to them. Some students 
were made aware ot the existence of such counseling services, 
which they might not have come to realize were available to them. 
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There waa justification for continuing the program.. but the 
prograa would have to be reorganised. 
This atud7 with all or its 1na~equac1ea shows that 
guidance services can a1ai1t students willing to participate. 
The writer teels that it shows ver1 clearl1 wh1 acad .. io 
and guidance pro~ama need to De evaluated trom time to time. 
SURVEI STUDY #41 
•san Diego State College Cou.naeling Int•rn•h1p; 
a Team Approaca.•2 
Thia is probably one or the shortest stwliea uae4 
in describing the evaluation ot a guid&fl&• program.. The 
counseling internahip or San Diego State call• tor a group 
or gi-aduate student• in counseling to work during the aummer 
111.ontba as interns. These interns draw upon the tac111ties 
and testing an4 aeasuring tools ot the state eollege. Coun• 
selees were provided b7 the Yariov.a high achools in the area 
conducting &Wiiler seaaions. These high-school students were 
brought to the caapua ot ta• college. The next 7ear tba 
interns moved to the hilh•aohool caapus tor still aere inten• 
slve training. The clients participated atr1ctl7 on a volun• 
tar7 basis but eneourageaent tor participation was given 
through notices announcing that a limited number or students 
would have the opportunity tor special "educational and 
vocational testing and eounseling." The group of vollmtaers 
was large. It was the intention or this program to aid the 
lnav14 D. Malcom, "san Diego State College Counseling 
InternahipJ a Team Approach,n lersonnel and Guidance Jolll'llal, 
(JanuaPJ, 1961), 382. 
2tn 1914.8, San Diego State 1nat1tute4 their intern• 
ship program in counseling on the seoondarJ' school level. BJ' 
1961 this prograa or internship oou.nseling was being uaed at 
the eleaentar7•achool leYel. 
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program to aid the client in getting a more realistic picture 
ot hiaselt, the world, and the use ot intelligent planning. 
Was the inte:Mishipprogram. sucoesatul, Dr. David D. 
Malcom wanted to know? A continuous pattern tor evaluative 
procedures was set up and as a consequence evaluative infor-
mation was returned to the progrBll center on almost a dail7 
basis. There were several methods by which the intol".ll&tion was 
sought: The Dean ot Girls ot one ot the cooperating high 
schools wu uked to have the atudents who had participated 
in the program answer this question: "Would you give up your 
Satlll"day in order to continue on thia counseling prograll 
through the regular school yearT" Ot the torty•tive partici• 
pants, tort7-tour gave unqualified yeses, one was not 
sure. The students gave indication that the program was 
beneficial. Phone calla and viaits trom the parents ot the 
students gave unaniaoua support tor the prograa. The phone 
calls a11d v1a1ts trom. parents or non-participating students 
seeking admission to the program tor their children gave 
turther evidence that auccesa waa preaent.3 
Seate ot tb.e counsel•d pupils were given questionnaires 
to be tilled out and returned anonym.oual7 to the prograa 
center. All questionnaires showed satiatact1on and the 
positive attitudes of the participants regarding internship 
counseling. !he questionnaire also serYed as a baaia tor 
3nr. Malcom 1• the Ooorclinator, Guidance Studies 
Prograa, Division ot Edueation, San Diego State College, 
San Diego, Cal1torn.1a. 
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internal improvement of the program, eapeciallf in the area 
ot vocational intol'Jlation and guidance. EarlJ queationnairea 
brought about a reorganization of the schools and the intarn• 
ships• vocational classes. 
The interns were limited to ease loads of 15 maximum. 
In evaluating the program eYe"l!J graduate unan.1-ou1l7 endorsed 
the light load. It was felt that the light load permitted 
thea to experiaent with and ~tilize personal concepts and 
ideologies, which it suceesaful, th•J would carry over into 
their later proteaslonal careers. 
The evaluative process here ia simple, quick, and 
seeaingl7 efficient. The process is a combination or ingre• 
dienta; interviews, questionnaires, and experimentation all 
rolled up into one package. The time eleaent for re-eval-
uation does not enter into the picture for most of the inf'or• 
mation 1a gathered on a eo~tinuows basia. To compare this 
study with others discusaed would be ditfic\tlt because ot 
its uniquen•••• Only segments could be compared and contrasted. 
Seem.1ngl'11 :or. Maleom.•s question has been answered 1n the 
attir.ms.tive. 
SURVEY STUDY #$1 
"Experimental EYaluation of a High School Prograa 
for Potential Drop-outs.•2 
The subject ot school drop-outs has been the center 
of a variet1 ot studies over the past twent7 7ears. A majorit1 
of these studies had basicall7 the same major goal; the 
identification of factors associated with high drop-out 
rates. These studies. it was hoped. were to give reasons 
mainly responsible tor high rates in drop•outa. It was also 
presumed that aoae melUlS by vhich the drop-out rate could and 
would be reduced would be discovered. 
Programs of this sort were never really evaluated,, 
and as a consequence were never able to develop into better 
functioning progrSJ1.S. 
Studies done by the Bew York City Board of Education 
(1957) and b7 Bowman and Liddle (1959) give ambiguous results. 
These two reports were never clear in meaning and somewhat 
contusing in nature. The New York City study showed improYe-
ment ot control students as well as the experimental students. 
lThis research was a~pported by a grant from the 
Ford Foundation. 
2Langdon E. Longatreth, Fred J. Shan.l•J 1U1d Roger 
E. Rice, "Experimental Evaluation ot a Higb•School Progr8Jl 
tor Potential Drop-outs,," Journal of Educational Ps1cholo17, 
Vol. 55, Ho. 4, (August, 1~&4J, ~28-~~e. 
BoW11U1ns' report was weak because of the small number of 
subjects used.3 
The study or Longatreth, Shaley, and Rice extended 
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over a thl"ee•year period or tillle in a Southam California 
school aystea. During thil period ot time sevent7-rive male 
drop-outs were enrolled in a work•atudy progr&J1, and their 
progress was coaparad with an equal nwaber or potential drop-
outs enrolled in the regular school ourriculwa. 
The ezperiment was set up so as to minimize cost to 
the school a7ste:m and 7et provide variables th.at would define 
the work-study program. These variables were to be within 
the reach of any and all "average1t school ayate••• As a 
general orientation, experimental students attended classes 
from 8:30 to 11:30 each day; had lunch then attended a gym. 
class. After their grm. class the bo7s left the caapua so 
that they eould attend their jobs. It any boy was unable to 
obtain employment, he would attend some shop class and then 
at 2:30 be diaaisaed and allowed to leave the school grounds. 
There were four major characteristics tound within 
this program: 
1. A currieulU1t1 dea1gned to appeal to the poten-
tial dl'op-out. Wh7? E.ffort ia required it one 
la to &a sueoesstul in acaaemic atu41ea. Ef'fort 
is the result ot motivation and interest and 
unless interest could be found within the CUJI• 
rioulum., the prograa would be doomed. Conaid• 
erable emphasis was then placed upon the development 
3p. H. BoVJ&an and G. P. Liddle, KEffects on Slow 
Learners of Speolal School Classes," Report to the National 
Institutes ot Health, Bethesda, Maryland, 1959. 
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ot good applicable work habits. Three 
courses or academic value were instituted: English. 
practical math. and social studies. Special 
individual attention was given to each student 
and little thought w•• g1Ten to group class work. 
Thia. it was bepad. would enhance the individuals 
chances for aoademic success; there would be no 
comparison with peers. 
2. A stable pupil-teacher relationship. There were 
small classes in which the three academic .courses 
were taught by the same teacher. Conaunication 
between students and the teacher would prosper 
and a better general understanding or each 
other CQuld be had. 
3. A counselor who was immediately available. His job: To be around an7 time an.7 of the students 
felt a need to release their frustration upon 
an impartial individual without tear ot being 
reprimanded. 
4. Afternoon jobs tor pay and school credit. Wh7T 
It was assumed that these jobs would be -.ulti-
purpoae: Vocational goals ot the potential 
drop-outs might be met; it showed students that 
the school did care and was interested in their 
betterment. Some ot these jobs were not per-
m.anent in nature, however, the students could 
learn and develop good on•the•job work habits. 
Selection ot the students was dependent upon several 
factors: 
(a) Excesaive tardiness and tl'Uanoy 
(b) Retardation in basio academic skills 
(c) Poor grades 
(d) The agrassivenesa or passiveness of each 
student. Agresatve students had the worst 
records. The passive students were no angels 
but everything in general was less severe. 
Thus, two groups were established for the study. 
Atter the two major groups had been established, 
subgroups followed. The students were divided into groups 
according to the last junior high attended. (There were 
two within this community school system.) Within these 
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subgroups the students were next ranked by age. Then by random. 
placement, the students were divided among the aggressive and 
passive control or experimental group. Control and experi-
mental students were thenpa.ired by use or varied testing 
devices with all tour factors uaed in selection being held 
constant. 
Thia same procedure was cai-ried out tor each ot the 
three years the study was in progress. Some or the student• 
desired to remain in the work-study program and were allowed 
to do so. 
The experimental students were in two classes ot 
fifteen each. Five in each class were claaaitied as aggressive. 
Staff instructors were to be used with no special attention 
being given to special training but only to interest and the 
concept ot having been a good teacher. 
Evaluation ot this program. was based upon three sets 
ot data: 
(1) Drop-out proportions. 
AnJ one who lett school prior to grad• 
uation wa• a drop•out. that 1a. unless another 
school re,uested his cumulative record. Then 
the student was claaaitied aa a tranater. 
A check would then be :made with the other 
school to verity the enrollaent ot the trans• 
fer student. It he had not enrolled. then 
h• waa a drop-out. 
The records of the drop•outa were exam• 
ined so aa to ascertain the reason tor 
achool leaving. (Was it student or school 
instigated?) lt school instigated, the drop• 
out was involuntarr. But thi1 iavoluntar1 
drop-out was the result ot exces11ve absences 
and/or disruptive behavior. The terma 
voluntar"J and inV'oluntary were ineffectual 
and were no longer used. 
Statistics showed that alm.ost the s8Jlle 
percentage of control and experimental students 
dropped out ot school. There then aeema 
to be no evidence that one program. had a 
better holding et.feet than the others. 
(2) Interview Data. 
Interviews were givea to the control 
and experimental students at the beginning 
ot the tirst year tor intoraation regarding 
the previous years• work in aoad .. 101. At 
the end of the tirst year ot the work•atudy 
program. all E and C students who could be 
located were interviewed. At the end ot 
each succeeding year, the interviews were 
continued. Control students discussed aca-
dea1c progress and experimental students 
discussed work•st~dy progress. 
The interviews.were private and intor• 
aation was not to be released to tru. school 
syatea. The interviews lasted tor 20 
minutes with qualitative questions geing 
asked. Answers tor the latter were set up on 
a ten point rating scale. A strong aimil-
ar1 t7 ot answers was tound to exist. 
The control students in eTery aspect 
ot th• questionnaire exeept two displayed 
negative attitudes whereas the experilaental 
students displayed negative attitudes in 
onl1 two areas. The general attitude 
toward school waa aoawwhat better in the 
experiaental group. The data evolving 
trom the questionnaire indicated that the 
work•atud7 program had a benet1cial etreet 
upon attitudes regarding school. 
Aggressive students developed poorer 
attitudes and the onl7 aggressive atudenta 
to improve were contained within the 
experimental group. This was consistent with 
the assum.ption that aggressive students 
were aore hostile towards school than 
passive students. 
(3) Police Data. 
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All participating students had police 
records. Their records were based upon a 
time period of fourteen months prior to entry 
into this program. and the next fourteen 
months beginning with enrollment within 
the program. The second period ot time 
involved came during the last academic year 
or the program for eaoh student. The results 
shoved that the program did not create a 
measurable decrease in police contacts. In 
fact there was very little difference in 
contacts or passive and agressiYe students. 
In terms ot the main criterion of evaluation (drop-
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out rates) the program did not meet with success. It was not 
succeistal in reducing police contacts. Attitudes toward 
school, however, were made to be a little more beneficial. 
Some side effects which should be taken into consideration 
are that the academic grades for the experimental students 
increased and that there were fewer violations of school 
rules from within this group. 
Why did the program fail? There seemed to be relevant 
considerations that answered this question. (1) The pro-
gram procedures were too limited in scope or were introduced 
too late. (2) Program procedures would have been successful 
had they been fully operationalized. That is to say that 
there were too many problems encountered that had direct 
bearing on the proposed goals; school organization, procedures. 
teacher motivation. and teacher performance. 
Important information was forthcoming from this 
project: a foundation for future programs had been built, 
behavioral information concerning school difficulties was 
made available, evaluative measures such as the interview 
were tested• and it was found that there is no panacea 
for the drop•out problem. 
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The idea of such a program creates within one•a own 
mind the thought that it might work here within ay own locality; 
knowing the shortcomings of an already defunct program 
might help make it work. 
COMMENTS 
The Boston Guidance News, April, 1957, related very 
briefly a survey conducted by The New York City Board ot 
Edueation.l This reported a tive•1ear study of the etfect 
ot an intensive special guidanee program on fifteen year olds 
showing the characteristic• of early school leavers. The 
study population was chosen from tour different high schools, 
three academic and one vocational, with different holding 
power. In each school 250 students were divided into compar• 
able experimental and compariaon groups of 125 each. A full• 
time counselor worked with the experimental group for two 
years, while the comparison group was assigned to the regular 
guidance prograa ot the achool.2 
The Nev York Board ot Education felt the information 
gathered showed that intensive guidance reduced early school 
leaving. even though the diff erenee between the rate o~ 
graduation in the experimental and comparison group was small 
and not statistioall7 significant. Members ot both groups 
lThia short &l'ticle shows or at least indicates 
existing correlation with an •••luation conducted 07 Langdon 
E. Longstreth described in Survey Stud1 #5 ot this paper, and 
yet of another. Survey Stud7 #), "Evaluation of a Prograa 
ot Counseling Students on Probation," by Herbert R. Hackett. 
2"Intens1ve Guidance Given Potential High-School 
Drop-Outs," Boston Guidance lews, April, 1957. 
were graduated in much larger numbers than could possibl~ 
be expected. The meaning ot these findings aeeas to be 
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that intensive work with teachers, revolving about individual 
students, results not onlf in the improved education and 
adjustment of the particular students involved, but also or 
the other students in the classes of those teaohers.3 
3Wh.er• Surve7 Stud1 #5 showed attempts were seemingly 
made too late, tlle final reo0111.endat1ons auggeated more 
intensive work along related lines. The statement pertaining 
to the findings also supports the findings of Survey Study 
#11 ot this paper. 
SURVEY S'l'ODY #61 
•oceupat1on• Course E'Yaluated Bight Years Later.• 
Occupation1 as a course is ottered in aeae public 
sohool s7steaa1 the school a7stem under review ia Bewark, Nev 
Jerse7. Th• repo~t of the practieallt7 ot the course waa 
based largely upon the Judgments ot students in reg&l"d to 
the value ot the course, their opinions on whether the course 
should b• required or an elective, views on tuture detezamin-
ation and possible alteraat• grade plaoeaent ot the course, 
and their suggestions for improTing the course. 
The method ot gath•ring lntorw.at1on was a tollow-
up study. A ,uestionnaire was sent to all students who bad 
entered the ninth grade in Septmaber oE 1951 and who remained 
in a school a •inf.mum ot one 7ear. 
The course in question waa a one •••••t•r, five tiaea 
a week required course ot ninth grade atudenta. Sixty-five 
per cent of the graduates approached ret~ed the question• 
na1re and twent7•aeven per cent or the drop•outs did llkewiae. 
All respondent• wer• contacted aoaetiae from. seven and one•halt 
to eight and one•halt rears atter leaving school. 
A •U11D1lal91 ot results follows. 
lWilliaa A. Rubinf'e14 and Robert Hoppock. •oecupationa 
Course Evaluated Eight Yeara Later," The Voc!tiontl Guidance 
9•&rt,er11. (Autua, 1961) • 44•Jt,9. • 
l. 
2. 
s. 
6. 
Retention or the course was atrongl7 
supported. A combined aix per cent ot 
the graduates and the drop-outs recom-
mended that the course be dropped. 
Over eighty per cent ot both graduates 
and drop•outs were in ~avor ot keeping 
the oourse as a required subject, but 
many ot the students did not value the 
course above a "soaevhat worthwhile" or 
a "not worthwhile" categol'J'• 
Drop-outs seemed to favor keeping the 
class at its preaent grade level whereas 
the graduates were divided as to the plaee-
m.ent ot tb.e course into the eleventh or 
twelfth grade curricula. 
Both gPoupa telt that stronger em.phaata 
should be placed on oooupationa and 
peraonal•aoeial relationahipa. 
It waa stated that the class should be 
made l'llC>re aeaningtul b7 having it as a 
living experience. 
It waa clearl7 evident that lllOre comp•·· 
tent and better qualitied personnel should 
teach the course. 
When aaked, both groups were free with their suggestions 
tor changes ao that the course could be improved. Six 
suggestiona were the moat predominate: 
1. Arrange tield trips to schools and indua• 
tI-7 ao that the students can observe fQP 
themselves what will be expecte4 ot them. 
Allow on the job training wherever posaible. 
Example: It a girl were interested 
in nursing, she should be allowed. 
to visit the hospital, work a fev 
hours each week and thu.a gain exper-
1 enc e tirat hand along with intol'tl&• 
tion.2 
2Thare. are two school a7stema in Central Illinois 
currently utilising such a training program; Decatur and 
Springfield, Illinois. Other schools aay be using this same 
type ot prograa. 
2. 
s. 
6. 
Make the course better by having repre-
sentatives ot various community businesses 
and indust17 serve as guest lecturers. 
Special grouping ot the students should 
be considered. Do not have co-educational 
classes; this would allow tor a more 
varied class routine and allow a wider 
range ot diversion. 
Devise some means by which the students 
can realize a better perspective on how 
to seek empleym.ent and select an oocupa• 
ti on. 
Arrange for aore intensive investigation 
and research by the students into the 
areas ot educational and personal 
qualifications that might be needed 
tor employment. 
Asa1st students by continually presenting 
tiael1 intoraation concerning occupa• 
tional and job opportunities. Make 
special note of the "wide open fields." 
When asked why they felt the course should be con-
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tinued on a required basis, answers were varied but blunt. 
The most pertinent are listed below:3 
l. Undecided individuals could be motivated 
because ot the exposure to a variety ot 
occupations. 
2. Under-claasmen have not reached a level 
of m.aturit7 which would allow them to 
make definite decisions regarding occu-
pations. These students would avoid the 
class, because of this imm.aturit7, and 
thus hurt themselves it occupations were 
an elective. 
3. A wide view of what is yet to come ia 
presented on a level of student under-
standing. 
4. A working understanding ot the world ot 
work is given. 
30p. Cit., 46-47• 
s. The course assists in turther curricul.ua 
registration. It students are able to 
detect early enough in school what they 
would like to do for a living, clasa 
work !or their rem.aining years in school 
could center around this occupational 
choice. Academ.1c work could then ser•• 
aa an occupational supplement. 
The arguments for oocupations aa an electiwe course: 
l. Some atudents make their Tooational 
choice• themsel••• and the required elass 
would then become a bore and a waste ot 
tim.e. (MJ aind ia made up, don't con-
tuse•• with an1 more facts.) 
2. Onlf those students truly interested 
would en.roll and the class attitude and 
attentiveness would be better and oon• 
ducive to better learning and understanding. 
3. The g•n•ral inetfectiTena1a ot the class 
on an overall basis should indicate that 
the cla•a ia superticial and not trul7 
necessarr. 
4. Incentive is lacking in required courses, 
thus poor attitudes and stud7 habits are 
tol'med which could run over into other 
area• of the currieulua. 
From this aurve1. the following recommendations were 
:made. (a) Keep the occupations course in the ninth grade 
but remain tlexible so that change could be aade it necesaary; 
(b) aake it required as a basic course in the ninth grade 
with provision tor advanced courses in occupations during 
the later ~ears of high school; (c) have only certified 
guidance personnel used aa instructors aa long aa they display 
a strong interest in the field ot occupational intonnation; 
and (d) provide o~taide information, field trips. and on the 
job training whenever practicable. 
One general conclusion which could be drawn from 
this study is that the course in occupations was worthwhile 
and there is a definite need tor auch courses in the school 
curriculum. Thia ia all baaed on the asaumption that tb.e 
course would be properl7 presented and adequately challenging. 
The course would appear to be positive 1n nature and its 
value will depend largely upon the individuals participating 
in the course. 
SURVEY S'l'UDY #71 
"A Compariaon ot Four High-School Guidance Programs 
in Terms ot Four Criteria. tt 
This investigation was intended to serve two pur-
poses. The first waa to compare four types of guidance 
organizations in terms of student characteristics, using the 
following criteria: (1) Student satisfaction; (2) Appro• 
priateness ot post•high•school educational goals; (3) Satis-
factory progress toward these goals; and (4) Self-knowledge 
of academie abilities. The second purpose was to identity, 
it possible, some of the gross features ot the guidance 
programs which seemed clearly related to specific outcomes. 
The atud.y was b•StUl in the 1960-61 school year, using 
some 1,193 high•school seniors from tour selected Iowa schools. 
Each of the selected schools had a pattern of guidance and 
( 
counseling activities different f':rom the others. Complete 
descriptions of all school p:rogram.s and co:mmunity sizeas·well 
as other pertinent factors were included in the report. It 
was concluded that statistical eont~ol over parents' educational 
levels and subjects' measured academic abilities would 
lMarshall P. Sanborn, ~A Comparison of Four High-
School Guidance Programs in Terms ot Four Criteria," The 
Personnel and Guidance Journal, Vol. XLIII, No. 3 (Novemb•r, 
ltJl>4), 293-298. 
eliminate major sources ot error where college-going behavior 
was involved. 
Students in eaoh ot the tour participating sohoola 
were elasa1f1ed into six subgroupa according to whether or 
not their tathers attended colleg• and according to whether 
their 1960 composite percentile rank on the Iowa Teata ot 
Educational Development was titt1 or below (leYel 1), between 
titt7 and eight7 (level 2}• or eight7 or above (leYel 3). 
Level l subjects were those with poor probability for college 
success. Level Z subjects were det1ned aa those being on the 
doubtful list tor •uccess. and level 3 atujeets were those 
asaU.ed to have a good ehance tor aucceaa in college. 
Anyone who had attended one of the tour achools atter 
September l9S6 and until May ot 1961 waa included in the stud7. 
In school A there were 126 students, in aeb.ool B 322, in school 
c 362, and in school D 383. 
Guida.nee programs in the tour schools are brietl7 
described: 
School A ottered no loagitudinal program ot 
tormal gaiclan.ee and eounseling ael'vloea to 
the students. A counselor wae added to the 
staff during the 1960-61 school 7ear. 
Sehool B placed ni.ajor emphaaia on individual 
oounaeling ot the s~udenta b7 teaober-counselora, 
ottering no regttlarlJ scheduled group 
guidanee progi-aas. 
School C placed pr1m.8.l7' emphaa1a on gPOup 
guidance claaees cocdueted bJ tull•time counselors. 
Individual counseling was done in coordination 
with guidance class activities. Guidance classes 
were abilitf•gPOuped on ti.ree levels, 
School D ut111zed claaerooa teaohera to con-
duct hoaerooa gu1dence seaatons as well as to 
work with subjects 1n41Tidually and in groups 
on routine test interpretation and course-ct 
studJ planning. Fall-time counselor• 
coordinated homeroom. sessiona, dealt with 
testing and seh•duling probleaa that were 
•aore than routine" ~d conducted interviews 
with all the ••bJecta on a scheduled baaia. 
Schools B, c, and D all set up one inter•iew tor 
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eaoh student throughout the sehool 1•ar. Other interviews 
eould be had but thet would be in exceaa ot the minimum 
created bJ' the school. The 1 Ol"Dlation tor th.la stud.7 waa 
acquired from the student• th elTes and their otticial high 
school records. The tour maJ r criteria were applied in terma 
ot fourteen null bypotheaes. 'fhe findings were organized in 
terms ot tha tolll* major criteria aa listed below:2 
(a) Student Satiatact1on: 
1. The proportion ot coll•g••bound aubj•cts 
who regarded their hlgh•scaool ooun.selora 
as ot most significant help in chooaing 
a college was not aigniticantl1 related 
to the high school attended. In all ot 
the schools the finding• were the same; 
the parents were ot the :most significant 
help. 
2. ~he Jroportion of subjects who expressed a 
positive attitude toward reeelvittg counseling 
in the tuture was signiticantlJ related 
to b.igh scbotli._._aliteaded. In school c. 
then D, A, aft,~!" B, ... ~~ teeling was taat;,f 
mol'e positive attitude toward ooW18elillg 
in the future waa based on an alr•ad7 
existing poat~i~• ~~·itude. " 
3. Stadent perception ot uaetulneaa ot guidance 
sessions was sign1t1cantly related to school 
attended. Th1• pertd.ned onl1 to c and D. 
It was telt that guidance aessiona were 
helpful in some instances and tor different 
purposea. School C telt th4t the career 
area was most beneficial. School D students 
really did not ••• to think that much good 
cam.• out ot their counseling program. 
2Ibid., p. 297. 
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6. 
(b) 
a. 
(e) 
9. 
The amount of voluntary use of the counselor 
by the subjects was significantly related to 
school attended. The findings here were 
again found to be more used by schools 
C and D. The students did not seem to 
feel that the trip to the counselor's office 
would be worth their ti.me and effort. 
The tendency ot the subjects to make use of 
the counselor for personal and family 
problems was significantly related to 
school attended. Again little use was 
made of this service. C and D again made 
the widest use of the facilities. 
The average nwnber of counseling inter-
views per student was significantly 
related to school attended. Schools C 
and D had the highest number of average 
interviews per year ranging to as $any as 
11 and as few as 3. D went as high as 
11 and as few as the required one. School 
A, which required no interviews of its 
students, found that many or its students 
had at least one interview with the coun-
selor before the year was over. 
Appropriateness of Educational Goals: 
Tb.e relationship between college plans 
and high school attended was not d•ter• 
mined. 
The relationships between appropriateness 
or post~high-school edueational plans 
and high school attended was not deter• 
mined. 
Progress Toward Goals: 
Among high ability subjects whose fathers 
had not attended college, there was a 
significant relationship between high 
school attended and actual •nrollment in 
college as planned. Ninety•four and nine 
tenths per cent of the 545 who planned to ,~ 
enroll did so. Ninety-two per cant of school 
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A enrolled; 97 per cent of school B; 96 per cent 
of school C; and 90 per cent of school D. 
This was thought to reflect a favorable 
attitude of the students toward the counselor 
in schools C and D. 
10. There was no significant relationship 
between dlacontinuance of planned college 
training and high school attended. The 
rate ot discontinuance was lower in 
schools C and D. 
11. There were no significant differences 
among the four groups who attended 
college with respect to cumulative 
freshmen year grade point average earned. 
School A had a 2.274 average; achool 
B a 2.284; school C a 2.176; and 
school D a 2.249 on a four point scale. 
(d) Self-Knowledge 
12. Selt•knowledge of ability to do high• 
school work was not related to school 
attended. There was a 2S~P•l' cent chance 
of guessing right. Twenty per cent were able 
to classify themselves correctly. 
13. When the criterion was an actual pre-
diction, there were no significant differ-
ences among the tour school$ with respect 
to accuracy of self •prediction ot college 
freshmen-year grade point average. Again the 
students from C and D were the most 
consistent. 
14• There were no significant differences 
among the four groups with respect to 
accuracy of self •predictions of cumu-
lative college freshmen-year GPA actually 
earned. The trend was again in favor 
ot C and D. 
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Of the fourteen nu11 hypotheses used five were rejected. 
Results appeared to favor the organizational structure of 
schools whioh sponsored systematic group procedures conducted 
by full-time counselors or supplemented by the work of full• 
time counselors. Because each school involved in the study 
had a different approach to the concept of guidance, the 
study was soaewhat limited. 
so 
It was noted that the majority of the results of 
this evaluation study found little need tor the classifying 
ot the students into varied leTels of ability. This study 
does not prove that with tull•tima counseling more students 
would attend college and tew•r drop-out, but it shows that 
some students who bad the opportunity to make use of a full• 
time counselor received some benetita. 
SURVE!' STUDY #81 
"Ylrgin1a'a B1gh School Gradutea and Drop-Outs ot 1939•40." 
The state ot Virginia, uaing a 11Ueatlenna1re t;ype 
aurve7. oaose to evaluate guidance progra.ma on a state-wide 
basis at tho high school level. The subjects ot the study 
were graduates and drop-ou•• ot the high school year 1939-40, 
and the toll••·up data were gathered during 1948·49. A total 
I 
ot 22,190 queationaaliiea was sent out; So per cent ot the 
graduates responded and about 2S per cent ot the drop-outa 
responded. In diacuealng the repr•aeatativaneaa ot the 
group reapending, the investigators made several interesting 
obaervatiena. Firat the occupational distribution ot the 
tormer students was roughly com.parable to the distribution ot 
eaplo7ed workara according to the 1949 cenaua. In the 
eaplo~e4 population the two categories ot akilled and sem1-
skilled workers and ot elerical and kindred worker•- 'ak•n 
toa•ther aoeounted tor about 48 per cent ot the employed 
population. 
Seoen4, whether a aan was a high-school graduate or 
one who did not oomplete hip ••h<>ol would ••• to be a 
casual taotor ot 11t1-l• iaportanoe 10 tar as :military- service 
during a war period was coaeeraed, aaauaing that the drop-outs 
lVirginia State Dep&Ptaent ot Education, Division ot 
Secondar7 Eclucat1on, "Virginia's High School Graduates and 
Drop•Outa ot 1939•40," Richmond: AnonJllloua, 19$1. 
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were able to pass the literacy test tor service. It was 
tound that among both male graduates and male drop•outs the 
incidence ot military service waa about 83 per cent. 
Third, the range of responses seeaed to suggest 
the eroaa•sectional character or the evaluative attempt•. 
These facts and other bits of evidence were interpreted by 
the investigators as supporting the belief ot representative• 
nesa ot the respondents. A nuaber ot clloti.a regarding the 
ditticult7 ot aeeuring representative aaaplea in tollow•up 
studie• have appeared in diseusaions ot such alll've7s. Respon-
dent• who have •succeeded• respond in disproportionate nwa.bers; 
white collars reaponde4 in di•proportionate nuaQera; only those 
vno liked aohool respond. Findings, aa those found in the 
Virginia aurve7, can be autfieiently representative to be 
worthwhile. (This tJP• ot aurve7 secures opinion• of guidance 
aervlees aade available to them while in high school.) 
In the case ot Virginia'• etud.7, this period covered 
ten. 1eara, and :most of the bo7a had included in their exper• 
iences allitarJ service. It la 1.llportan.t to pa7 attention 
when approx1mate17 20 per cent ot both graduates anddrop-
outs tell us that their present jobs are not at all related 
to the jobs they thought they would obtain attar leaving 
school; and when 20.4 per cent of tho graduates and 1.4.9 per 
cent ot the dl'Op•outa ••1 they have jobs exaotl7 like those 
th•J thought the7 would have.2 
2Io14., is • 
............. 
5.3 
One should be ready to listen also when both graduates 
and drop-outs, both 11.en and women, after ten years out ot 
school, say that it the,- were to complete high school or 
repeat it, they would place high on their list ot desired 
subjects, English. mathematics, business subjects, natural 
sciences, and hom.e economies. The state ot Virginia now 
includ•• hOJlle eoonomica in all schools with proper facilities 
for such a coUl'se.3 
It cannot be assumed that this a1x•7$ar•old survey is 
entirely applicable to current trends and situation.a. But 
this survey doeayteld findings well worth consideration aa 
one aid toward the planning or revisions ot progrmas or 
guidance and curriculum. services • 
.3tbid., 17. 
SURVEY STUDY #91 
After High School What? 
Another state survey ot guidance services was 
eondueted in Minnesota. This survey was undertaken b7 
R. F. 8erd1e at the UniTersity of Minnesota where he analyzed 
factors related to the post-high-school plans ot soJlle 
2$,000 graduating seniors trom. Mianaaota aigh schools 
in 1950, and then followed-up a 10 per cent sample of these 
one year later. This study was not intended aa an evaluation 
of the guidance services yet the etfecta ot guidance are 
to be noted throughout. 
~our hypothesea were tram.e4.2 The firat hJPothesis 
waa that a great waste &f talent characterises our ed\lcational 
syatem.. (This writer now interjects the question. Can a 
guidance pr.ogram utilizecl and used to ita fullest extant 
su.ceeastu117 reduce to aome ex.tent this waste ot talent? 
It would be interesting therefore to note or make further 
research into th.is area.) Approxilftately 3.S per cent of all 
graduating seniors plar:me4 to attend college. How•ver, of 
those who on the basia of teat acroea se ... d to have superior 
ability tor college work, about two-thirds of them planned to 
go to some oollege or university, or aone otber fol'll. ot high•r 
education. 
lBerdie, Loe. Cit. 
2tbid., 45 ... 49. 
-
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It waa toun4 that pereona living in m.etropolitan areas 
were aoat likelJ to enter college, an4 those coming trom. 
fl.l'll• least llkel7 to do soJ:tar. girls were the exception. 
'!'he thiitd hJPotheaia dealt·wltb. aex 411'terencea a• 
related to oollege attendan••· It aeeaa taat more bo7a 
planned to attend college than did girl•• !he tolll'th 
hJPothesia waa that both economic level and cultural level 
are cloael7 related to plans tor eollege. Although a 
aupport was tound tor this hJPothesia, th• relatlonahip proved 
to be a eoaplex ones Pir1t or all, eoonom.1c and social 
status are th .. aelvea related; in the Minnesota atud7 the 
correlation between these two faetora was found to he .65. 
Oaltural level ot the hose oerrelated .32 with plans to 
attend college; but with the ertect ot eeonom1c status 
partialled out, th• correlation dropped to .17. Although 
students trOJll ho••• et high eoonoaic atatua 414 mor• tre• 
quently plan tor coll•g• than those from ho••• ot lower 
economic reaourcea, tn1a does not exclude other reaaona 
as to wb.7 econoalcs could etteot potential college plans ot 
attendance. Oocupation ot the parent aa4/er parenta was a atrong 
taotor, pa.Ptioularly aaong high•aollity students. In this 
case cultural status was as important it not more important 
than eoono•ic atatua.3 
Ot the 2$,000 graduating seniors ~· •&nJ" fulfilled 
their po•t•gl'aduati:ag plana? '!here were 20.$9 tor whom complete 
S6 
infol"llation was available as to plans a• high school seniors, 
and their actual activities one 7ear atter gra4uation.4 Ot 
these, 887 had indicated as seniors tb.at the7 planned to 
enter college, and 723 had planned to enter emplo1J1.ent upon 
graduation. Soae of the students who planned on eollage did 
not actuall7 enter, and aoae who planned on eaploJment did 
other thiaga. 
Taking the two groups together, alaoat 6~ per cent 
actuall7 real1ze4 the plans which ther had ... de a• high school 
seniors. Thia ••1 indicate a strong •ocational•occupational 
guidance progr911. on a atate•wlde ba81•• Age ae ... 4 to be a 
tactor in •81'1'7ill8 out plaaa; 1ounger be7a who planned to 
enter college ba4 a higher peraeatage ot doing ao than d14 
th• older bo7a; it was not a tactor with the girla. There 
was a direct relationahip b•••••n realizing plans and the 
level or tathera' occupations. Among the aona ot protesaional 
workers, 80 per cent followed original plana, aa against 7S 
per cent or bu1inesa owners and aanagera, 72 per cent ot the 
sons or ottiee workers, 66 per oent ot akilled traaesaen, and 
71 per cent sons et taetorJ workers. Thia show• several · 
posaibilitiea: a plan had been initiated within the hoae 
vhieh allowed the student to aake plana tor college well 1n 
advance, thus releasing the student troa the tear ot not having 
the finances when he waa r•ac\7 tor college; or a school a7atea 
$7 
which provided guidance activitiestor the student that enabled 
hi• to realize capabilities and potantialltiea. Curricul\Ull, 
puraued in high school was also an indicator. Thia 111&7 or 
aa7 not have been d1reetl7 in eorrelation with the guidanee 
services. or the students who planned to enter college, 
79 per cent had taken the eollege prep eoUPae, 17 p•r cent a 
general course, and 4 par cent had followed a Y04ational• 
occupational styled. curricula. 
At the beginniag ot thi1 survey it was noted that 
no attem.pt was being made tovard an evaluation or guidance 
servie••• It waa to illuatrate a var1et1 ot taotors related 
to the formation and ca1T7ing out ot educational and vocational 
plan& by high school seniors. These factors are relevant tor 
use as criteria tor the evaluation ot guidance. The tour 
hJPotheaea, and their relatlonahip to post•graduate plane 
are well De7oncl the oontrol ot the bi&b school cow:iaelor. Age 
or etudent and oaoupatien or the p~eat a».4/or parents are 
non-oontrolla9l• b7 the oounseloP. Guidance can 4o little 
about changing parental occupations or sex ot the student, 
but Berdie observes, Rthat to aaxf.aize the probability that 
an able student will go to college, have hia born into the 
right b.oae."5 
Sibif., S7. 
SURVEY STUDY #101 
"Guidance of American Youth". 
Experiaental methods are valuaole in evaluating 
guidan.ee prograaa. One such experiment was conducted in a 
••all oit7 outside ot Boston in 1936. An experimental group 
was selected troa the eighth grade by the principals or thl'"ee 
junior high schools. Six~y students who were regarded as need-
ins help tor one reason or another, and s1xty•n1ne students 
. 
who were considered to be superior were ehosen. A control 
group wae created by :matching stud•nts with each ot the 129 
experilllental students in regard to school pertor.ma.nce, 
chronelogical age, mental age, intelligence quotient. oecupa• 
tion or pa.rent or guardian, aeores on the Silul Socioeconom.ic 
Scale, and religion. 
Control students were not given aas1atance by coun-
selors. The experiaental students were provided intensive 
aid by counselors. The counselors also served aa resource 
persons to the teachers who participated in the total guidance 
effort, and to the parents. The study eontinued during the 
tive years while th~ students p~ogressed through high school. 
The f1rst tollow•up vas made ahortl1 after graduation, a 
second eight to eighteen monthl later. Contact was .maintained 
1J. w. M. Rotbn•J' and Bert A. Roena, Guidance ot 
American Youth. Caabr1dget Harvard University Preii;"°l952. 
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with aome student• eleven years atter initial counseling. 
The tollowing summary should provide a general over-
view ot the detailed intoraation gathered in the tive year 
period or study. 
l. Students who dropped out ot school to work aa 
soon as legally possible were thought to con• 
stitute the moat valid group tor colipar1son ot 
drop-outs. When com.pared, the guided and 
unguided group• did not d1tter aigntticantly as 
to school leaving. 
2. Both the average nmaber ot 1ubjacts tailed an4 
the rate ot subject failure were higher in the 
guided group, but both measures decreased faster 
in tb.e guided. group. !he interpretation made 
was that the guided group, with help, were 
able to overcome evident deticieneiea in 
academic adjustaeat early and begin progress in 
a positive direction. 
3. Pewer guided students aade changes in curriculum., 
and the total number ot changes bJ thia group 
was leaa than in the case ot unguided students. 
Ot the guided students, eonaider•-11 rever 
ehanges were aade trOlll those pursuing the college 
preparator7 curricul\111.. 
4. The mean scholastic average ot the guided group 
during senior high school vaa higher than that 
of the ungu14ed, a higher percentage ot the 
guided graduated trom high school with aonora, 
and a higher percentage were adaitted to 
inatitutio».S ot higher learning.2 
J. w. M. Rothney awns the overall report •uite aptly 
in this statement: "The evidence that counseled students 
were helped in the manner 1n which counseling 11 designed to 
aid inclividuals appears to be concluaive."3 
2op. Cit., 238. 
3Ib1d., 241. 
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SURVEY STUDY #lll 
"It Pa7a to Tell !he.Teacher.• 
Will telling the teachers ot a ••••nth-grade claa• 
which aobool probleaa had been cheeke4 -7 their claaa a14 in 
re4uo1ng the number ot aehool probl... cheeked b7 the same 
children when again asked at a later dateT2 
!hi1 was a projeot undertaken bJ a ••••ntb•grade 
counselor in a junior high aohoal in Sept .. ber. l9S4. The 
aohool waa depe.rt .. ntal1zed, and. homogeneous grouping was 
not used. The students moved trom one claaarooa to another 
as each class eoneluded. How au•h iat'ol'Jl&tion would be 
needed b7 the teachers evolved aa a aecondar7 probl ... 
!he •M7 Sehooltt section ot the s. R. A. Yo~th Inventor, 
waa administered to the seventh-grad• students. SUlUlarJ 
aheeta tor eaeh child were .. de and the number ot problenaa 
he or she had marked we~• listed. The al.Dll.ar7 sheets were 
withheld tram the teaehere ot the control group. Copies 
o~ th••• a'lllJlar7 alae•t• were sent to th• teachers ot the 
experimental gro~p with the aecom.pan71ng not•s 
lMonroe Spivak, "It Paya to Tell The Teacher,• Personnel 
and Gu14an•• JourntJ., (Ma.reh, 19S7), 4S2. 
2!!!!•• 4S2. 
To: Teachers ot 7Bl 
Attached is a aummar1 ot the "problem.an 
indicated b7 the children or 7Bl aa things 
that "bother" them. 
The summary is intended tor your information 
and (it 1ou see tit) aetion. Those problems 
m.arke'Cf""with a "I" sign were checked :m.or• 
trequently by 7Bl children than by the other 
7! children. 
It you viah more detailed information, I will 
be glad to supply it. 
Thank you for your cooperation.3 
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The problems checked by the students were saved so 
tuture comparisons eould be aade. In Januar7, at the end 
ot the school teJ'll.1 the s&llle section ot the inventor'J' was 
again administered. As before, the information was recorded 
so it could also be used as comparable data. 
The January recheck showed that the control and experi-
mental group• had soae reduction in the number or problems 
checked. The control group reductions were not regarded as 
significant. 
ME.tll IUMBER OP PROBLEMS CHECKED 
BY BOTH GROUPS 
Control Experiaental 
Group Group 
October 5.19 a.24 
Januar7 !1J1.2 6.14 
Dit!'erenca 0.74 2.10 
"t" score 1.32 3.68 
3Ibid., 4$2. 
-
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This table shows the average nuaber ot problems 
checked tour montha later. Statistical anal7sis showed this 
difference to be 1naign1ticant in the control group (such "t" 
scores could occur about ten times out ot ever7 100), but 
within the exper1aental group the odds were twent7•tiv• out 
ot ever7 100,000.3 
The results, substantiated bJ statistical tiguiaea, 
showed better im.proveaent within the experiaental group. 
Improveaent may bave come about naturallJ with the paaaage ot 
time. There were no att•pts aade to reol'ganise the atudenta. 
In eaoh gl"Oup, there were "die•hards8 that would tight or 
rebel at anfth1ng that would endanger their present statua. 
These hostile• were not removed trom either group. 
It ia poaalble that th••• findings are related in that 
this was the first tiae that theae teachers had bean provided 
suoh 1ntol'lltat1on regarding pupil•. Thia •ttrst." in itselt, 
might ha•e aade the teaon~• more ohi1d/oli•n• ••n•e.l'•d in 
their work. It i• also poaainle that this same reeling might 
have carried over into the succeeding yeara of tbeir teaching 
careers. 
Showing or telling teachers of ce~tain grade or school 
problems could result in a reduction ot these problems, it the 
cooperative actions ot the counseling department and the 
teaching statt were utilised. 
3'fb.e statistical treatment used on these data was 
the method suggested in Valke~ and Lev, Statistical In!'erence, 
He~ Holt and Co., •• Y., 19$3, Gn page 152. fhe 1t" 
scores derived have •studentta" distribution, in this case 
with 48 degree• of treedom. 
"Evaluating An Organized Counseling Se?'Tice 
tor Youthful Oftenders.• 
Thia s\U"Y•7 1• aOllewhat ditterent troa t~ others in 
that 1t deals v1th bo1s oontined aa a result of lavbrealCing. 
!his experilllental use or evaluation tor youthful off enders 
was initiated b7 the Micnigan Departaent ot Corrections. 
I '; 
!he experiaent consisted ot using tvo camps with 
identieal tac111ties and loeationa and two groupa ot similar 
oftendera. Ot the two caap1, onl7 the experimental compound 
had access to trained counselors. The counselors discusaed 
with the 1naatea 14eaa and feelings about vocations, educational 
plans, personal adjuataent, or an7th1ng else thft7 wished to 
diacusa. The contacts between the counselors and the imutea 
were frequent and informal. There were no rigid patterns 
tor conducting interviews. Group counseling programa were 
developed, supported b7 the camp director and counselors. 
Eaeh inaate had approx1ll.atel7 thirty to thirty-eight hours ot 
counseling each week. fhe rapport established was ve~ good. 
Thia int'el".111&1 but regular oounsel1ng continued tor six montba 
or until ti•• or release. 
lB:Pnest $helle7, and Walter Johnson, Jr., "Evaluating 
An Organized Counseling Ser•ice tor Youthtul ottenders," 
Journal ot Counseling PatcholoSI, Vol. 8, Bo. 4 (Winter, 1961), jOj. 
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The Murray Thematic Appereeption Test was used to 
ascertain various anti-social behavior patterns of the imaates. 
This test was given twiee••upon arrival at camp and then 
again as a pre-release requirement. At the end of six months, 
it was clear that anti-social behavior decreased little, 
if any, at the control camp. 
Ot the control camp inmates, 28 per cent showed a 
slight decrease in their anti-social patterns, and 30 per cent 
showed a slight increase. There was no appreciable change 
in attitudes at the control camp. BJ contrast, over 63 
per cent of the experimental camp inmates showed a decrease 
in anti-social behavior patterns and only .5 per cent showed 
slight increases.2 
The only noticeable difference existing between these 
two camps was the absence of organized counseling at the 
control camp. It is poss1ole that counseling created these 
differences evidenced among the 1nmat•s. Could change have 
come about by natural process? How much effect did the 
variance of camp personnel have upon the results? These are 
justifiable questions but ones which Shelley and Johnson did 
not reel were significant to the tindings.3 
As stated at the beginning ot this paper, the only 
true worth of any guidance program is the degree to which it 
has changed the attitudes. beliefs, and behavior patterns ot 
2Ibid., 303 • 
............... 
3Ibid., 304. 
6S 
the individual. Success ea.n be noted b7 the number ot 
paroles granted to th• experimental camp imaates who had 
received intensive counseling. In support, Glad7a Watson 
in her stud7 ot counseling college students with emotional 
difficulty whowe4 that counseling brought about greater 
difterencea in social adjustmenta.4 
Shelley and Jobnaon•a atud7, eYan though somewhat re• 
moved from. the acad .. ic field, shows that a good, organised 
program. or counseling aay enable 1n41vidual selt•adjust:aenta 
to be :aa.4• at a taste~ rat •• 5 
1'.wataon, loo. cit., io;. 
s9E· •. 1t., 304. 
COlfCLUSIOH 
'fh• ultiaate teat ot ettectiY• guidance 1• t-n. 
degree tc which it haa changed the att1•udea, beliefs, an4 
beha•ior of the individual. Thia stateaent ahowa a strong 
co~relat1on with what Hr. Benjamin Willi•• Superintonden' 
ot Chicago Publl• Sohoola bas ad•oeated. Bver'f ett1c1en• 
teach•r and co\'lllaelor eonst~tl7 Judge• th• aueceas ot hi• 
work and changes hi• proce4urea according to hi• judgment. 
A s7st8Jlatic gathering uid weighing of eY1dence which reveals 
changes in student oehav1or should .xtend b•J'ODd individual 
enterprise to ~ecome a oaretullJ planned cooperatiY• Yentu.re, 
involving teachers, counselors, studenta, and the eomauni'J• 
Thia paper has presented an arra7 ot eYaluative attempts and 
studiea which ae..tngl7 ahov, poa1t1vel7 aad clearl7, reaulta 
ot guidaa•• prograaa ot a Yocational, personal, and comaunit7 
nature. 
Evaluation ot Guidance ia a dittloult but not an 
1.apoasible prooess. It ahollld not be done in a caatl&l or 
incidental manner. It should be a coope:ratiY• venture. 
adapted to local ait\l&tiona 8.lld ba1e4 on the general objeotive1 
ot the overall sehool pi-ogra. It should becon'tinuoua, and. 
it should be oarefuJ.17 planne4 to inolude all technique• 
which these reported studies and otaera have listed a1 being 
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useful. Surely all ot the answers to questions are not pro• 
vide4 by research but it serves as a key with which many a 
future door may be opened. 
Unless the existing procedures and devices are evaluated 
in term.a or their effectiveness in serving guidance purposes, 
there can be no assurance that they have genuine worth. 
No matter how good these prooedures and devices appear 
to be in and of theaaelvea, their values can be judged onl7 
in the light of their proved contributions to guidance. 
Has the question of the merit and worth and usetul-
neaa or guidance been answered! Thia writer believes •o• 
From th1• aurva7, this writer senses that soae good, soae 
aid in developing personality, and aoae foundational in.for• 
m.ation from which guidance can build and expand has been 
clearly presented. Other conclusions could be drawn from 
this paper, and justifiably, by showing the shortcomings ot 
guidanee; but with everything considered, this writer feels 
guidance to be the tool with which emotional, academic, and 
community problems are to be solved or reduced in severity. 
Thi• paper has indicated in several locations the 
need of informing other staff members of an educational insti-
tution ot certain .facts and infoNation that are uncovered 
through use ot counselors in the guidance department. 
the tools at our disposal BNst be used; members 
of the proteaaion must be willing to aecept new and different 
ideas and concepts, make applioation ot them, and be willing 
to face the reality that our own guidance program is aal-
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functioning and in ne•4 ot realignment aad adjustaeat. The ene 
big tool ia that ot "evaluation." Use it often, wisely an4 
justly; share the findings with other• ao th•J may profit. 
As to the method ot eYaluation one aAould sel•ct, 
thia writer will not attempt to say. This paper has presented 
a Yariet7 within tvo categorieas tollow•up and experimental 
aetb.qda. or the two, the tollow•up appears to be less coa-
plieated, leaa oontualng, leas bothersome, leas oonoluaive 
beeau1e •t response and interpretation of reaponaea, althoug)D. 
it could b• the most expensive. 
The experillental aeaa"19eS require aore direct attention, 
a eontrel g•oup, an experimental group, cooperation troa 
a varietr ot persont, and a com.pletel1 pre•pl8Jllle4 prograa 
with a set ot procedural operatio:na. Th• expeue a&J be 
exclusively limited to the tiln.e and ettort ot participating 
persona, students and taolllt7, er tinanciall7 exorbitant. It 
is not to be forgotten that often programs ot the experillental 
nature are alloted funds from an arraJ ot benetactora such 
as the various toundation• and govel"Dll.ental agenci••• 
Eaoa aetho4 baa merit, eaoh haa taults. Just as in 
evaluating a test, certain criteria aeed to be conaldered. In 
Chapter II, there were twelTe criteria listed tor use in 
aeaslll'ing couaaeling ettectiYeneaa. Vb.ieh method ot evaluation 
best •••t• and utilizes those criteria? Trial and error JU.1 
be the onl7 :means ot answering auoh a fllle&tioa. 
It the earlier listing ot criteria does not prove satia• 
factor,, c. Gilbert W~•nn in his book, Student Peraonnel Work 
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in College, lists an additional twenty with six evaluative 
precautions to be noted bJ the counselor.2 
Progress in the evaluation of counseling and guid-
ance services ia present. but ia ot a limited nature. There 
ia a definite increase in eontrol stu4ies but at the same 
time little attention is given to the :methods employed. 
Contradictory results then become prevalent. This may be 
due to sample difterenoea, duration and intensity ot servicea 
provided, nature or type ot service• proYided, and experience 
and akill ot the counselor. 
Soae s'tud.iea have tound oounaeling and guidance 
services to be effective, otherslb.ow inettectiveneas; this 
writer has 'presented evldenee ot each. Ev.u the beat of the 
controlled group• have given negative results. Thia does 
(' 
not mean counseling and guidance aervicea are inadequate but 
rather points out the impossibility ot comparing studies 
and drawing ooncluaiona fro• them. In aoae cases, the cri• 
teria chosen are unreasonable in what is expected troa the 
proYided services. Some eYaluatora base their whole evalua-
tion plan upon the results ot o•• or two interviews. The 
results, of course, generall7 show a negative effect. Another 
factor contributing to laok of result has been the use ot 
inexperienced and inadequately trained counselors. The tind• 
ing that such counaelora are ineffective has no necessary 
2c. Gilbert Wrenn, Student Personnel Work in Collage, 
(New York: Ronald Press, 1951). 
10 
relation to what might be found when well trained and exper• 
1enced counselors are used. 
Suggestions or recommendations tor use in further 
research:3 
(l) Consideration must be giY•n to the goals and 
objectives ot counseling and guidance services, and to the 
criteria relevent to the attainaent ot these goals and object• 
ives developed and used in .t'uture studiea. 
(2) Attention IN.St be given to specifying and to 
defining the nature of the treatment variable in order that 
studies may be replicated. 
(3) Adequate tests or the effects ot counseling, 
.. 
especially when criteria ot personalit1 changes are used• 
must provide counseling services that are sutficientlJ exten• 
sive and intensive to provide realistic expectationa. 
(4) AnJ adequate test of the influences or effects 
ot counseling must be based upon the use ef counselors who 
are trained and experienced and who have confidence in the 
methods and approaches they use. 
($) It ia ot interest to study the etfeeta ot coun• 
aeling on umnot1vated clients or on the non•volunteera. but 
the primarr concern 1• with indiv14uals who are interested 
and want our help. Studies ot involuntary elienta are not 
standards ot e.f.fectivenesa in noraal counseling situation.a. 
Jc. R. Patterson, "Program Evaluation.tt Review ot 
Educational Reaearch. Vol. XXXIII, No. 2 (April, 1963}, 214. 
(6) Long•t•l'll tollow•up 1a nee•aaar7 to ascertain 
the nature and pera11tenca ot eftect•• 
n 
To meet these reeomaelldationa experimentation becomes 
costl7 in both time and aoae7. I' appears an adequate atu47 
require• more than the resolll'oea et o•• individual, vhioh ia 
baaically the proeedure tollowe4 1n tollov•upa. 
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